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ABSTRACT
This ISR will address a number of changes in the way the NICMOS focus is monitored. It
will provide a detailed explanation of those changes and a step–by–step description of
the new procedure. The ISR also highlights the results of the focus checks after the HST
safing event, which caused the NICMOS cooling system (NCS) anomalous shutdown in
February of 2007.

Introduction
The internal focus of all three NICMOS cameras can be adjusted by moving the Pupil
Alignment Mechanism (PAM). The optimal PAM position is determined from a series of
exposures of a crowded star field taken at a variety of PAM settings covering the full
range of its motion (+/- 10 mm around mechanical zero). The focus is checked every six
weeks for NIC1 and NIC2, and every six months for NIC3. The optimal focus position
for all cameras has not changed since 2002, however focus continues to be monitored for
any significant deviations from that optimal focus. NIC1 and NIC2 images are analyzed
with a focus monitor IDL routine, written by C. Xu, which determines the optimal PAM
positions using the encircled energy method. The encircled energy technique cannot be
applied to NIC3 since the PAM cannot reach the best NIC3 focus position due to
deformation in the NICMOS dewar. Due to this deformation, NIC3 images can only be
accurately analyzed using the phase retrieval package written in IDL by J. Krist. The
original procedures for the NICMOS focus monitoring can be found in the ISR NICMOS
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98-004 (Suchkov, Bergeron and Galas). Our document will explain the methods
currently used for determining the NICMOS PAM position, which will optimize each
detector’s focus.

Observations
The current focus monitor program is a version of the standard focus sweep used since
cycle 7. It has been modified to go deeper and uses narrower filters for improved focus
determination. In Cycle 14, a new source was added in order to accommodate 2-gyro
science mode: the open cluster NGC1850. The standard target, the open cluster
NGC3603, is used whenever available and the new target is only used to fill the periods
when NGC3603 is not available. The observations were offset from the star cluster cores
to alleviate field crowding; thereby simplifying the star selection by minimizing the
number of overlapping point spread functions (PSFs). This overlapping effect can be
severe for the worst focus positions.
Figure 1: Examples of images of the open clusters used for determining the best focus.
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For camera 1 and 2, the focus sweep consists of a set of images, both in and out of focus,
in order to determine the best PAM position to optimize the cameras focus. For NIC1
and NIC2, seventeen images are obtained over a range of +/-8 mm at 1 mm increments of
PAM movement. For camera 3, the focus sweep consists of a set of images approaching,
but not reaching, the optimal focus. For NIC3, ten images are obtained over a range of
-0.5 to -9.5 in 1 mm increments of PAM movement. All of the raw and calibrated images
are obtained through the MAST archive. They had been calibrated with calnica using the
most up-to-date reference files.
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Figure 2: NICMOS Camera 1 Sample Focus Sweep
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Figure 3: NICMOS Camera 2 Sample Focus Sweep
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Figure 4: NICMOS Camera 3 Sample Focus Sweep
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Analyzing the Focus
In the past, focus-monitoring data have been analyzed using two different methods, the
phase retrieval method and the encircled energy method. The phase retrieval method is
the process of deriving the aberrations in an optical system from an observed PSF image.
Because phase retrieval is a more complex algorithm, we are able to get not only the best
focus position, but also information about the astigmatism and higher order optical
imperfections in the optical system. The major drawback to the phase retrieval method is
that bright non-overlapping sources are needed. Additionally, since the method needs to
be run for a number of individual stars, it is time consuming. The encircled energy
method measures the count rate of a star in a small fixed aperture for different PAM
settings. The PAM position corresponding to the maximum count rate is the best focus.
The encircled energy method is extremely fast at determining the best focus position,
because it can run on multiple sources simultaneously. The source selection for the
encircled energy method is also much less stringent due to the fact that fainter sources
can be used and overlapping sources are much less of a concern. However, the encircled
energy method does not currently account for distortion based on the location of a source
on the chip and it cannot provide any information about the astigmatism or other higherorder imperfections of the optical system.
While both the phase retrieval and encircled energy method produce reasonable results, it
was found that the encircled energy method was much easier to run on a large number of
stars concurrently, providing an overall improvement in the accuracy of the focus
measurement. Since the optimal focus of NICMOS has remained stable since 2002,
detailed monitoring is only needed as a check of the current best focus to determine if it
deviates greatly from the optimal focus. That is why, for efficiency, the NICMOS team
decided to implement a policy of only using encircled energy to check the focus of NIC1
and NIC2. C. Xu wrote an IDL script, focusmon.pro, which performs the encircled
energy method measurements with minimal user interaction. The focusmon.pro script is
explained in detail below. Since the focus of NIC3 does not fall within the observed
focus sweep observations, the phase retrieval method remains the only reliable method of
finding the optimal focus for this camera.
Encircled Energy Method
For NIC1 and NIC2, encircled energy measurements are made from at least six stars in
the field at each focus sweep position, although often up to 15 stars are useable targets.
Chosen stars should have non-overlapping PSFs, be easily resolved, and not saturated in
the best-focused image. Overlap in the highly defocused images is less of a concern,
because the encircled energy method relies mostly on the images that surround the best
focus. While the encircled energy method has not changed over the years, it has been
incorporated into an IDL script, written by C. Xu, which performs all of the steps
involved in the determination of the optimal focus. The script is called focusmon.pro and
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is very easy to set-up and run. There are a few steps that need to be completed in order to
set-up this script:
1) Make sure that you add the following path to your IDL path in your ~/.setenv file:
/data/diamond1/chun/idl/NICMOS

If you are running this on the Mac, due to the fact that they are not crossmounted at STScI, you would need to copy the contents of the above
directory to a location on your computer that you would like to be your IDL
program path. Your computer path is the path that you should include in
your .tcshrc file (there is no .setenv file for Macs).
2) Copy the following scripts and files from /data/diamond2/chun/nicmos/focus into
a working directory:
a. focusmon.pro
b. run_focusmon.pro
c. focusmon_plt.pro
d. find_offset.pro
e. focusmon_info.pro
f. focus_info.txt
g. focus_enc.dat
h. focus_psf.dat
3) The *_cal.fits images are downloaded from the MAST archive and placed in a
folder inside your working directory, i.e. /your/working/directory/fcs-2007-fits.
4) Find the most in-focus image from the *_cal.fits images available. It is generally
one of the middle images. Display them and determine, through visual
inspection, which image looks most in-focus.
5) In the focused image, at least six objects are selected that are well isolated (no
overlapping PSFs) and well-exposed but not saturated in the PSF core. A file
should be created in the same directory with the *_cal.fits images that has the
same nine-character id as the focused image and has a .cxy extension. This file
should contain the x and y pixel position for every chosen object. There are
several possible ways to find these x/y pixel positions, you can use rimcursor
within iraf or save-region within ds9 to write such files, or simply using text edit
to do so after measuring the positions. Only first 2 columns in the table, the x/y
coordinates are relevant, all others will be ignored. An example is listed below.
146. 214.
146. 228.
213. 166.
...
98. 206.
122. 239.

Once the files are set-up, focusmon.pro is ready to be run. The first thing that
focusmon.pro does is call focusmon_info.pro which collects a record of important
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information included in the header of each *_cal.fits file. Then the focusmon.pro script
produces a plot with a filename such as '2007-05-11-cam2.ps', which is used to examine
the quality of the fitting by examining a Gaussian fit of the normalized relative flux
(nFlux) value from the aperture flux found during the encircled energy method. This
script also updates two tables, focus_enc.dat and focus_psf.dat, which contain the focus
position data from two different fitting methods. Only focus_enc.dat, which contains the
focus positions from the encircled energy method, is used as the focus measure. Running
focusmon.pro is very simple. In IDL, the user calls the focusmon script, specifying the
.cxy file created in the above steps.
IDL >>> focusmon,'fcs-2007-fits/n9up32irq.cxy'
Figure 5: NIC2 focus fit example plot from encircled energy method of the fitted focus

If the user would like to check to make sure that there are no stars that are skewing the fit,
it is poaaible to run focusmon.pro with the testplot flag set. This will list the star xposition name on the right hand side of the *cam?.ps plot, in a color that matches the
plotted points. By examining the stars that deviates from the fitted Gaussian, the user can
remove troublesome stars from the data set and/or add further sources, and re-run the
fitting algorithm to improve the overall fit.
IDL>>> focusmon, 'fcs-2007-fits/n9up32irq.cxy',/testplot
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Figure 6: NIC2 focus fit example plot from encircled energy with sources that need to be rejected.

⇐ Remove this object
to improve the fit

If the user would like to tighten the range of focus positions that the fit is constructed
from, they can specify a preferred range (the prg parameter). This can be useful if there
are obvious points that are not useful in determining the fit, or if the wings of the fit
become too noisy for the fit to be found. If there is no preferred range parameter defined
by the user, then the following defaults are used:
Camera 1: prg = [-3,6]
Camera 2: prg = [-6,6]
Camera 3: prg = [-15,5]
Using this parameter is somewhat of a judgment call, as the wings of the fit can be just as
important as the peak in the encircled energy method.
IDL>>> focusmon, 'fcs-2007-fits/n9up32irq.cxy',prg=[-5,5]
Figure 7: NIC2 focus from encircled energy with a PAM range specified from -5 to 5

Only PAM positions
within this range are
included in the fit of the
best focus
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There are a number of related scripts that are included in focusmon.pro.
• focusmon_info.pro: This script collects the *.cal file names, the date, the postNCS day number, the camera, the Npfocus, the filter, the exposure time, and the
program ID; all in one file (i.e. focus_info.txt) for use by focusmon.pro or for
independent use.
• find_offset.pro: This is a sub-routine called by focusmon.pro to find shifts
between different dithered images or to make sure that all PSFs are fully aligned
in images that were not dithered.
• focusmon_plt.pro: This is a script to plot the focus history results. This script is
called by focusmon.pro but can also be run independently. It generates 2 plots;
focus_history_enc.ps, which plots, encircled energy focus history this data is also
stored in focus_enc.dat for future reference; and focus_history_psf.ps which plots
psf fwhm fitting focus history, this data is also stored in focus_psf.dat. The psf
fwhm method and plot are only used to compare/check the results from encircled
energy method.
•

run_focusmon.pro: This is a wrapper script that contains records of all individual
runs of focusmon.pro so if the entire set needed to be re-run, it can be. After each
time focusmon.pro is run, the final focusmon command should be pasted into this
script. i.e. focusmon, 'fcs-2007-fits/n9up32irq.cxy',prg=[-5,5]

Phase Retrieval
Due to the deformation caused by the effects of the dewar anomaly, the phase retrieval
method remains the most reliable method of fitting the focus sweep. Since the NIC3
optimal focus is beyond the range of the PAM, so it cannot securely be determined by the
encircled energy method. A brief explanation of the phase retrieval method is given
below. More detailed discussions can be found in NICMOS ISR 98-004 (Suchkov,
Bergeron and Galas) and NICMOS ISR 2002-004 (Roye and Schultz).
The phase retrieval method recovers the Zernike polynomial coefficients in order to
determine the best focus position, astigmatism, and other higher-order optical
imperfections present in the system. J. Krist’s phase retrieval IDL routine compares
modeled PSFs to the observed one, using iterative, non-linear, least squares fitting. This
method is most useful in determining the shape of a PSF solely on the shape of the wing
of the PSF. This method is more complicated and time consuming than the encircled
energy method because the source selection criteria are very strict in order to get an
accurate result. Sources and their corresponding wings cannot overlap at any focus
position; the sources must also be bright and well resolved. The phase retrieval method is
not efficient considering NICMOS focus monitoring is not used for altering the
instrument’s set focus, but only for monitoring the deviations from the optimal focus set
in 2002.
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Breathing Corrections and Focus Field Variations
The HST focus suffers from short-term variations occurring on the HST orbital time
scale, caused by variations in the HST thermal environment as the spacecraft moves from
night to day and back to night. The resulting effect is known as “breathing”. Ten
microns of “breathing” defocus at the HST Secondary mirror is equivalent to 1mm of
PAM movement. The peak-to-peak amplitude of this “breathing” often spans between 4
and 10 microns during a 45-minute period (half of an HST orbit). The effect from
“breathing” is close to 0.5 - 1.0 mm, which can be significant. However, this “breathing”
correction has been left out of the current analysis because the data from which the
“breathing” model was generated had become largely inaccessible, so routine production
of the model was inconvenient. The STScI Telescopes Branch has recently produced
newer “breathing” models, which allow the user to determine the “breathing” correction
in a matter of moments. The NICMOS team is currently re-evaluating the
implementation of this correction. For further information about this correction, please
refer to NICMOS ISR 98-004 (Suchhov, Bergeron, and Galas) and Telescopes Branch
ISR TEL-2005-03 (Lallo et al.).
The NICMOS focus also varies across the detector field of view due to a curvature of the
focal plane projected onto the detectors. This effect is known as Focus Field Variation
(FFV) and means that there is no single optimal focus per detector. For NIC2 and NIC3,
the difference in best focus position can be as much as ~1.5 mm in PAM space. The
derivation of the best focus using sources located throughout the detectors must be
corrected for the FFV and reduced to the optimal focus at the detector center (NICMOS
ISR 98-005; Suchkov & Galas 1998). The FFV correction as defined by Suchkov and
Galas, based on a reference focus, is executed as part of the phase retrieval method and
will soon be implemented in the encircled energy method using updated coefficients.

Current NICMOS Focus Status
The focus for all NICMOS cameras has remained relatively flat since the installation of
the NICMOS Cooling System (NCS) in 2002. This can be seen in Figure 8, which shows
the NICMOS focus history since the NCS was installed. There was an HST safing event
in February of 2007, which resulted in the anomalous shutdown of the NCS. Due to this
safing, a vigorous focus check was implemented as part of the NICMOS recovery. The
STScI Telescopes Branch coordinated a focus check of all three NICMOS detectors in
conjunction with WFPC2 in order to determine both instrument and telescope focus
(program ID 11020). This focus check showed that the NICMOS focus was not affected
by the thermal cycling of the instrument. The focus remained stable and is comparable to
the levels seen prior to the safing event.
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Figure 8: NICMOS Focus History Post-NCS showing the relative stability of the NICMOS focus
points compared to the current NICMOS focus set points.
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